Résumé. 2014 Abstract 2014 We have obtained resonance-enhanced Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) spectra of the C2 radical formed in a microwave discharge and in an acetylene welding torch. Electronic resonance enhancement was obtained in the Swan system. In order to prepare this work, Swan band emission spectra of C2 had been recorded and assigned using Fourier-transform spectroscopy; this enabled us to determine the optimal conditions for the CARS spectroscopy and to assign the CARS spectra unambiguously. Numerical simulations were performed, with due account for the effects of upper vibrational state populations and for Doppler broadening; the agreement with experimental spectra is fair. We deduce from the spectra C2 densities of about 5 x 1011 cm-3 in the discharge and 1013 cm-3 in the flame. The detection sensitivity is of the order of 1010 cm-3 for our system.
Introduction. -Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman
Scattering (CARS) is an attractive technique for combustion diagnostics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Its detectivity, however, is limited by the existence of a non-vibrationally resonant background of electronic nature which can preclude the detection of trace species, i.e. species with concentrations below 1 % by volume. Hence the interest in using the electronic resonance enhancement of the CARS susceptibility, from which gains of 10' to 108 should follow for the detectivity. Resonance CARS has been studied [6, 7] and then observed, first in liquids, then in gases [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In gases, resonanceenhanced CARS is extremely difficult to observe. Several factors are responsible for this difficulty [14] . The main difficulty is one-photon saturation which prevents us from applying large power densities to the sample. As a consequence, one is tempted to raise the gas density in order to Germany. signal. But a limit is soon reached where the onephoton absorption attenuates the pump beams as well as the signal, yielding distorted lineshapes from which the proper line contours cannot be extracted. If one uses a shorter cell, a background signal is generated in the windows, swamping the weaker lines or distorting them. This last problem may be circumvented by . using a cross-beam arrangement [15, 16] , which adds somewhat to the experimental complexity.
In addition, resonance CARS spectra in gases are difficult to interpret properly since precise spectroscopic data are unavailable for the many molecules and radicals which are of interest in reactive media or plasmas. This difficulty is aggravated by the need to use two or three monochromatic and stable pulsed lasers which must be tuned precisely. When trying to detect trace species using resonance CARS, the problem is posed in slightly different terms since one is not trying to perform an analysis of spectral properties of molecules, but to generate as large a signal as possible. Furthermore it can be shown that high power lasers tuned at a few linewidths away from the one-photon resonances will actually generate more signal [14] ; frequency stability then is less critical.
These reasons largely explain why so few papers in this field have appeared so far. The only species studied or seen by resonance CARS are 12 [10, 17, 18] , C2 [12, 19] and N02 [ 1 l, 13 ], yet only 12 spectra had been thoroughly understood. This work gives an account of a C2 study undertaken to precisely demonstrate the mechanism of electronic enhancement in the Swan system within the framework of the multiple resonance theory [10, 14] . In view of the absence of spectral data of sufficient quality on C2, we had to first obtain emission spectra of the Swan system using a high resolution Fourier-transform spectrometer [20] .
To record the CARS spectra, two low power flashpumped lasers were used which were tuned into a spectral region so as to satisfy the condition of neartriple resonance. Thanks to that consideration, some strong lines were found. Using the frequency combination which gave maximum signal, we were also able to detect C2 in an oxyacetylene flame. figure 1 under a spectral resolution of 0.07 cm-1. It shows the characteristic triplet splitting of each line and the staggering of the triplet components caused by the absence of one 039B doublet component resulting from the nuclear spin statistics pertaining to the zero nuclear spin of carbon. An improved set of spectroscopic constants was derived from the positions of these lines and of those seen in the rest of the spectrum ; these will be published elsewhere [20] .
Resonance-enhanced CARS. -Resonance CARS studies in C2 are made delicate by numerous difficulties experienced in preparing samples of sufficient concentration or in avoiding saturation of the onephoton and Raman transitions in resonance with the fields. Since the objective is also to find conditions appropriate for optimal detection sensitivity, our analysis was to concentrate on the transitions associated with the lower vibrational states (v 3) and with rotational quantum numbers containing a sufficient fraction of the total population (J 40) . The discussion will centre first on the main spectral features which are contributed by the lower rovibrational levels 1 a ~. Then some attention will be given to the upper rovibrational levels |b ~, which give corrective contributions of great significance. ago [10, 14, 28] Wn'n = oeba (2) for the situation where excitation is done using two pump frequencieswl and C02. Note that the use of three separately tunable sources would enable one to achieve triple resonance conditions without restrictions on any available molecular transition; these possibilities as well as other aspects of resonance CARS spectroscopy are developed in [14] . Equation (2) can be expanded as a function of the vibrational, rotational and spin quantum numbers v, J and 03A9 respectively. For the specific case of a fundamental vibrational transition we have Av = 1; in addition, the one-photon selection rules AJ = ± 1 and AQ = 0 must be respected [24] . The systematic search for neartriple resonances using equation (2) [14, 30, 31] . Some terms of similar nature have been experimentally shown to exist in other forms of four-wave mixing by Bloembergen and coworkers using Na vapour [32] [33] [34] ; the physical interpretation of the terms studied by these authors has also attracted attention recently [35] . Under certain conditions on damping, it can be shown (Ref. [14] , Appendix 1) that these terms combine to give a single susceptibility term of the form : The expression given by equation (4) can also be derived using a simpler wavefunction (instead of density operator) representation of the molecular system. The wavefunction approach is not appropriate at resonance since the damping approximation is often invalid. Well below electronic resonance, however, the exact expression with the three terms of equation (3) and the approximate expression of equation (4) give the same result. This is because the last two terms (Figs. 5b and 5c) almost exactly cancel and because the main term of figure 5a tends to the expression of equation (4) . At resonance, the terms of figures 5b and 5c (second and third term of Eq. (3)) are as important as that of figure 5a (first term of Eq. (3)). In our calculations, the exact equation (3) was always used.
The spectral contours and straight lines corresponding to the nulls in the denominators are shown in figure 6 . The plots are presented under conditions similar to those of figure 3 . Figure 6a is associated with figure 5a. Note that, in the limit of Doppler broadening, two of the lines are Doppler-free [29] ; these lines are marked on the projection. None of the lines in figure 6b (corresponding to the figure Sb term) are Doppler-free, but there are also two in figure 6c. There are two lines (one in Fig. 6a , one in Fig. 6c) Fig. 5a ) further complicates the contours (Fig. 8) . The pbb contributions naturally interfere with that of paa. The corrections they introduce become appreciable (&#x3E; 10%) when the vibrational temperature exceeds 1 000 K in C2. In addition, the Doppler effect, if any, will reduce predominantly the amplitudes of the lines of electronic character (except those in pbb which are Doppler-free).
A computer program was written in order to fit the experimental spectra. This program calculates the four major susceptibility contributions, one from paa and three from pbb with due account for the Doppler effect. In the spectral window from 1611 to 1616 cm-1 which has been studied in detail, 24 [37, 38] . This procedure allows the col laser to be tuned with a precision of ± 0.05 cm-1. It is only applicable to that laser because its linewidth is under 0.05 cm-1. The fluorescence cell is filled with pure 12 at room temperature with a pressure of 0.8 mbar; all the fluorescence is collected using a photomultiplier ; the radiation is filtered by a coloured filter which absorbs light near the laser wavelength or shorter. As an example, figure 11 presents an excitation spectrum recorded around 19 495 cm-1 together with the corresponding portion of the absorption spectrum of reference [37] . This scan was used to tune col on the R2(0-0) 19 were then added in order to prevent formation of solid carbon deposits on the tube walls, a partial pressure of about 0.5 mbar being adequate to keep the tube clean without disturbing the C2 generation. However, a rapid quenching of the Swan emission is seen if thé 02 flow rate is increased. The total pressure was about 40 mbar with 3 % acetylene.
Two experimental spectra are shown in figure 12 and figure 13, (ii) the temperature (translational, rotational and vibrational) is taken to be 1 000 K, from which both Doppler broadening ( = 0.09 cm-1 full width at half maximum for the one-photon lines and 0.01 cm-1 for the Raman ones) and pbbl Paa = 0.1 naturally follow ; the temperature is estimated with a fair degree of confidence from the rotational population distribution seen in the Fourier-transform spectra recorded under the same discharge conditions [20] . The (iii) we assume the CARS rotational line strength factor S(J) [28, 39] figure 12 is a double electronic line proportional to paa for J = 18; it also receives signi- figure 1 , where col is seen to lie in the head of the (1-1) vibrational band close to the triplet Pl(10), P2(9), P3 (8) [10, 14, 17] . For this, we use the following expression for the main susceptibility term :
where Re is the electronic transition moment (which depends slightly on vibrational quantum v in C2 [26] ), va | vn ~ is the Franck-Condon factor of the transition between statues |a ~ and 1 n ), S (J) is the CARS rotational line strength factor [28, 39] , and J'(D) is the frequency-dependent part of the susceptibility.
For the temperatures at which the spectra were obtained (318 K and 2 mbar for 12 (see Fig. 51 of Ref. [14] ) and 1 000 K for C2), we easily calculate Paa = 2.5 x 10-3 for J = 67 and v = 1 in the X state of 12 and p.. [40] . The CARS spectrum is about 10 times lower than that on the discharge spectra. Several phenomena will cause the signal to be weaker for a given C2 number density : -the temperature is higher, which increases the Doppler brqadening ; -the total pressure is larger, which increases the collisional broadening ; -the active volume is shorter (typically, the length over which the signal is generated in the discharge is equal to the spatial resolution of the CARS set-up, viz. 1 cm, while it does not exceed 1 mm in the flame where the C2 is confined in the cone).
Because of the larger linewidths, the structure of the spectrum is less evident than in the discharge. However, the computer fit, which is given for a temperature of 2 500 K, should be considered as satisfactory. Note that the Pbb contributions are much larger in this spectrum because of the high temperatures. Saturation was not observed. Following a calculation similar to that for the discharge, we estimate that the C2 density is of the order of 1013 cm-3. 5 . Conclusion. -A detailed analysis of resonanceenhanced CARS in C2 has been carried out. Spectra of C2 in a microwave discharge and in a flame were obtained, assigned and fitted. This effort has necessitated a long preparation with the recording of Fouriertransform emission spectra and with the writing of an elaborate computer program which allows for the effect of Doppler broadening. This work opens the field of trace species detection in reactive media, which was the goal originally assigned to resonance CARS. It has also confirmed the major role played by saturation in preventing us from obtaining the ultimate detection sensitivity. Optimum detection sensitivities will be obtained with three separately tunable lasers of high peak powers either used unfocused in a folded BOXCARS beam configuration or normally focused but with mi 1 detuned slightly from the úJna transition from which enhancement is sought. A detection sensitivity of 1010 cm-3 has been obtained for the C2 radical using a CARS spectrometer which is far from offering those optimal conditions. With an optimized system, a gain of at least 102 should be obtained. With such detectivities, most flame and discharge radicals will then become tractable, and significant progress in the understanding of flame chemistry may now be expected from these developments.
